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Abstract
Aliasing is a vital concept of programming, but it comes with
a plethora of challenging issues, such as the problems re-
lated to race safety. This has motivated years of research, and
promising solutions such as ownership or linear types have
found their way into modern programming languages. Un-
fortunately, most current approaches are restrictive. In par-
ticular, they often enforce a single-writer constraint, which
prohibits the creation of mutable self-referential structures.
While this constraint is often indispensable in the context
of preemptive multithreading, it can be worked around in
the case of single threaded programs. With the recent resur-
gence of cooperative multitasking, where processes voluntar-
ily share control over a single execution thread, this appears
to be interesting trade-off. In this paper, we propose a type
system that relaxes the usual single-writer constraint for
single threaded programs, without sacrificing race safety
properties. We present it in the form of a simple reference-
based language, for which we provide a formal semantics,
as well as an interpreter.
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1 Introduction
Aliasing, which denotes situations where multiple names (or
aliases) actually refer to the same object or memory loca-
tion, is a vital programming concept. Some form of aliasing
is very often indispensable in realistic programming lan-
guages: not only does it allow to save space and time by
avoiding unnecessary data duplication, it is also paramount
to efficiently represent shared and self-referential structures.
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1: function sieve(inout arr)
2: for x in arr do
3: for i := 0 to arr.length do
4: if (arr[i] , x) and (arr[i] mod x = 0) then
5: arr.remove(i)
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
9: end function

Figure 1. A poorly designed implementation of the sieve
of Eratosthenes. Because the array arr is mutated while
iterated over, the program is likely to behave unexpectedly.

Unfortunately, these benefits come at the price of concurrent
mutation1. An object or memory location may be mutated
(i.e. changed) without other references being aware of that
mutation, which in turn may violate invariants, cause un-
expected behavior or even crash the program altogether.
One well known situation highlighting this problem usu-
ally occurs when mutating a structure, while iterating over
it [33]. Consider for example the implementation of the al-
gorithm of the sieve of Eratosthenes presented in Figure 1.
Depending on the iteration semantics of the language in
which we would write this algorithm, we could get very
different results. For instance, Python will raise an “out-of-
bound” exception at line 4, because the loop at line 3 will
generate indices past the end of the array if a single value is
removed. Java will do a little better, since its collections are
programmed to detect that problem at runtime [37]. There-
fore, a ConcurrentModificationExceptionwill be thrown
as soon as it reaches line 5. Swift will always produce cor-
rect results, because its for-each style iterators keep internal
copies of the collection over which they iterate. As a result,
the values x will take at line 2 will actually be picked from
a different array than that from which non-prime numbers
are removed. But maybe more worrisome are semantics that
could silently yield incorrect results. This is the case of C++,
whose vector iterators are simply pointers to contiguous
memory. Hence, removing a value with an index preced-
ing that of the iterator invalidates the latter. We argue that
none of these implementations are satisfactory, and that the
problems we highlight should be detected statically.

1 Note that here we do not limit the term “concurrent” to the context of
multithreaded applications. Instead, we consider that any pair of references
to the same object are concurrent if their lifetimes overlap.
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It is interesting to note that aliasing is only harmful when
mutation is involved. Indeed, even in a traditional multi-
threaded environment, concurrent reads to the same object
or memory location are harmless. From that observation, it
is easy to see how guarantees on the immutability of shared
objects can offer an invaluable help to determine the cor-
rectness of a program. Most modern mainstream program-
ming languages acknowledge this observation, and propose
built-in mechanisms to declare and/or ensure some level of
immutability. For instance, Swift statically ensures the transi-
tive immutability of its structure instances, unless explicitly
declared otherwise. Since ECMAScript 2015, JavaScript lets
references be declared so that their reassignment is disal-
lowed. Worth mentioning are also the numerous tools and
libraries which provide support for better immutability han-
dling in languages that do not support it natively [42, 45].
Even though this evolution is very positive, there is still

room for improvement. Mechanisms to ensure immutabil-
ity (and semantics thereof) can greatly vary from language
to language, and are often insufficient. Immutability con-
straints are too often offered as an opt-in, therefore not giv-
ing a strong incentive for programmers to adopt it. Indeed,
in sectors with very short deadlines such as web and mobile
application development, bypassing good practices in favor
of faster development cycles is not uncommon [22]. Paradox-
ically, languages that advocate for a very constrained built-in
immutability model, such as Rust[27] or Cyclone[40], have
difficulty seducing mainstream developers, because of the
complexity they involve in implementing otherwise simple
patterns [20]. The fact is, safe mutation of aliased objects
is inherently complex to handle, especially with respect to
concurrency. The existence of a single mutable reference
can threaten a program’s correctness entirely. Yet assuming
all aliased objects to become and remain immutable after a
certain point is cumbersome at best and impractical at worst
[26]. For instance, modeling a graph-like structure in Rust is
known to be a non-trivial problem [7], whereas it is a school
example in mainstream programming languages such as C
or Java. We therefore can see a clear trade-off drawing it-
self between defensive approaches that barely or completely
ban mutation of aliased objects, and more relaxed ones that
focus on less invasive mechanisms, but push the burden of
preventing non-obvious problems onto the developer.

Another interesting trend is the resurgence of cooperative
multitasking [28], also known as non-preemptive multitask-
ing. In this concurrency paradigm, processes voluntarily
transfer control between each other, whereas in the more
widespread preemptive alternative, this task is left to the
operating system. The advantage is that context switching
points are predictable, making reasoning about the control
flow of a program easier. In particular, one can rely on the
fact that a given portion of code will run uninterrupted, elim-
inating the possibility of another process violating invariants.

The reader may remark this concept is reminiscent of trans-
actional memory [16]. Cooperative multitasking enables the
design of concurrent programs on single threaded environ-
ments, which not only can prove beneficial performance-
wise [24], but also significantly reduces the need for locks
and other synchronization mechanisms, and opens the door
for more relaxed immutability models.

This paper proposes a type system that leverages the local-
ity offered by cooperation over a single threaded (yet possi-
bly concurrent) environment, based on the observation that
most existing approaches are overly defensive in that con-
text. Our goal is to relax the usual single-writer constraint,
so as to allow mutable self-referential data structures (e.g.
doubly linked lists) to be represented. This is not possible in
more constrained type systems, such as that of (“safe”2) Rust
for instance, without resorting to elaborate workarounds
or bypassing the type checker altogether. Nevertheless, our
type system does not sacrifice other usual guarantees on
immutability. Objects referenced by immutable references
are guaranteed to remain immutable for the lifetime of said
references. We illustrate our approach in the form of a sim-
ple programming language which we call SafeScript, and
present various examples to highlight interesting features.
An implementation of a compiler for SafeScript, as well as
various example programs showcasing the type system, are
available at https://github.com/kyouko-taiga/SafeScript.

Outline The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2, presents background on cooperative multi-
tasking (through the lens of JavaScript) and different forms
of immutability, before discussing related work in Section
3. An informal introduction to SafeScript’s type system is
given in Section 4, which is then formalized in Section 5 and
6. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 Preliminaries
We now introduce the concepts we will discuss throughout
the remainder of this paper.

2.1 Cooperative Multitasking
In this section, we discuss the notion of cooperative multi-
tasking through the lens of an inherently cooperative lan-
guage: Javascript. In this language, all variables are refer-
ences (i.e. pointers) to heap-allocated memory blocks, which
are automatically garbage collected [43]. In the remainder of
this paper, we will use the term object to denote the memory
occupied by some value (e.g. a number), and reference to de-
note an alias (or name) that refers to an object. For instance,
in the statement let x = "Hello, World!", x is a refer-
ence on the memory location the object "Hello, World!"
occupies.

2https://doc.rust-lang.org/nomicon/meet-safe-and-unsafe.html
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1 async function load() {

2 const res = await fetch("/img.png")

3 const data = await res.json()

4 return data

5 }

Listing 1.A coroutine loading resources (JavaScript). Notice
the use of the async and await keywords. The former
declares an asynchronous function (i.e. a coroutine), while
the latter indicates that the coroutine yields control while
other asynchronous operations are being performed.

As it initially targeted the development of user interfaces,
JavaScript is well suited to event-driven programming. Its
concurrency model is based on an event loop which dis-
patches messages – for instance events – to callback func-
tions whenever are made available to it. These callbacks then
run uninterrupted until completion, sequentially. Except for
a few legacy primitives (whose use is discouraged in modern
JavaScript), all operations are non-blocking. Instead, coop-
eration between said callbacks is advocated. In a nutshell,
cooperative functions (a.k.a. coroutines [19]) should volun-
tarily suspend their execution while waiting for the resource
they need (e.g. some data on a socket) to be available. Their
execution context – in other words, the state of their local
variables – is preserved during these suspensions, so they
can be resumed from the exact point they suspended. It is
interesting to remark that cooperative multitasking actually
bears a lot of similarities with from its preemptive alterna-
tive. Both concurrency models rely on interleaving, with the
difference that context switching points are made explicit in
the former, while they may happen anywhere in the latter.
Listing 1 illustrates a coroutine in JavaScript that loads a
resource from a distant server.

We distinguish between two kinds of coroutine implemen-
tations: stackful coroutines, which can be suspended from
within nested function calls, and stackless coroutines that
cannot. Despite their differences, these two implementations
have the same level of expressiveness [28], and therefore
we will focus on the latter, as it is simpler to implement.
Indeed, a stackless coroutine is, at its core, nothing more
than a regular function with an environment that stores its
execution context, and the point from where it should run
the next time it is resumed. Hence, they can be emulated
on the top of more primitive constructions [35]. Other dis-
tinctions exists between coroutines implementations, but a
comprehensive discussion extends the scope of this paper. A
survey is proposed in [28].

2.2 Immutability Semantics
The term “immutability” can represent vastly different con-
cepts, depending on the programming language. We briefly
introduce these concepts, as well as the terms we will use to

1 const foo = 0

2 foo = 2 // Error: 'foo ' is constant

3 const bar = {}

4 bar.baz = 2 // OK

Listing 2.
Reassignability vs. object immutability (JavaScript). As the
keyword const declares non-reassignable references, the
second line triggers an error, because it attempts to reassign
the variable foo to a new object. However, as it is not paired
with a mechanism to enforce object immutability, the fourth
line is perfectly legal. The object is not reassigned, even if
its value is mutated.

distinguish between them in the remainder of this paper. A
more elaborate discussion is proposed in [32].

Non-Reassignability (Non-)reassignability is a prop-
erty of references, indicating whether or not they may
be reassigned to point to another object, after they
have been assigned once. Preventing reassignability
is usually considered a best practice, as it can help
avoiding obvious programming mistakes. However, it
does not pose any restriction on the value of the object
being referred to by a non-reassignable alias.

Object Immutability Object immutability is a restric-
tion on the value of an object, or more precisely on the
bits stored at a memory location that consitute it. We
can distinguish two types of object immutability: shal-
low immutability, which only prevents the mutation
of the bits an object is made of, and deep immutability,
which also applies to the other objects that constitute
it. In other words, the latter can be understood as the
transitive application of the former to each field of an
object.

Reference Immutability Reference immutability is a
property of references, indicating whether or not the
object (or memory location) it refers to might be mu-
tated through it. In other words, an immutable refer-
ence is an alias through which the object’s mutation
is not allowed. Just as object immutability, reference
immutability can be shallow or deep, that is restricted
to the fields of an object, or transitively applied to
all values whose path contains a deeply immutable
reference.

These three notions are orthogonal to each other. Interest-
ingly, reassignability seems to be more widespread than the
other two in mainstream programming languages. This can
prove problematic for unexperienced developers, as it may
often be confused with object immutability, as showcased in
Listing 2.

3 Related Work
There is a great body of work dedicated to the subject of
aliasing, which materialized into several branches. One that
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is central to our approach is the notion of type permissions
(a.k.a capabilities). Originally proposed as a generalization of
reference (or pointer) annotations [4], various type systems
have been proposed to address a broad spectrum of program-
ming aspects, including uniqueness and immutability [30],
encapsulation [5], safe concurrency [23] or even memory
management [13].
Directly linked is the notion of ownership [29]. Objects

are associated with one [10] or several [8] owners, which
control what part of their owned domain is exposed to other
components [36], and under what policy [31]. Two main
interpretations are commonly offered: owners-as-dominators,
in which all read and write accesses to an object must go
through its owner(s), and owners-as-modifiers, where only
write accesses are restricted. While we do not explicitly rely
on a notion of ownership — that is, objects in our type system
do not have an owner — our approach resembles an owners-
as-modifiers system, where owners may revoke permissions
on the objects they collectively own between each other.

Other ownership schemes have been proposed to address
different concerns, such as owners-as-locks [14], to prevent
concurrent accesses in the context of multithreaded appli-
cations. Just like our own approach, owners-as-locks may
temporary freeze mutable references, so as to avoid concur-
rent mutations. Multiple mutable references are prohibited,
butmutable self-referential structures are expressible, as long
as they expose a single external mutable reference [9]. Our
approach relaxes on the single mutable reference constraint,
as we place ourselves in the context of single threaded appli-
cations, where concurrency is carried out by the means of
cooperative multitasking.

Ownership types are often associated with programming
language that undergo static compilation (e.g. [20, 27, 42]).
If some works have been proposed to include notions of
immutability [1] and uniqueness [15] in dynamic languages,
the general issue is that runtime checks are hard and/or
costly to enforce. Although we present our approach in the
context of an interpreted scripting language, we do not suffer
this problem, as we perform our analysis statically before
the source is processed by an interpreter. Interestingly, this
has became a widespread technique to extends small and
simple languages with more elaborate concepts (e.g. [2, 34]).
Less tightly connected to our work are other approaches

that leverage single-threading to perform static checks on
cooperative programs. A few calculi have been proposed
to support model checking (e.g. [25, 39]). Indeed, as context
switching points are known and vastly less frequent than in a
preemptive setting, the size of the state space of a cooperative
program is far more manageable, enabling the use of classic
model checking and/or testing techniques to ensure safety
properties [6].

1 class Vector2D {

2 let x: mut = 0

3 let y: mut = 0

4 }

Listing 3. Class definition (SafeScript).

4 SafeScript
In this section, we present SafeScript, the language we will
use to showcase our type system. Its specificity is that it
associates objects with permissions, and comes with first-
class mechanisms to transfer or borrow them. For spatial
reasons, we will gloss over the specifics of its syntax, and
rather focus on its semantics, with a particular emphasis on
the the concepts related to aliasing safety.

4.1 Types
SafeScript is an reference-based, imperative programming
language. The language features three built-in types, namely
number, string, and boolean, as well as the possibility to
declare user defined types by the means of class declarations.
Listing 3 gives an example of such declaration. The meaning
of the let and mut keywords will be explained in the next
section.

4.2 Non-Reassignability and Object Immutability
SafeScript’s variable declaration syntax is:

(let|var) name: [cst|mut] [= expression]

The keywords let and var declare non-reassignable and
reassignable references, respectively. A non-reassignable ref-
erence must be bound to an object at its creation, since it can-
not be reassigned later. The qualifiers cst and mut annotate
a variable declaration to specify whether the declared refer-
ence is read-only or read-write. This is a departure from most
reference-based languages, where all variables are read-write
references. In the absence of a qualifier, the declaration is
assumed to be read-only. For instance var foo = Vector(1,
2) declares a reassignable alias foo, but that is not allowed
to mutate the object it refers to. Hence, the statement foo.x
= 3 is illegal here.
The mutability of an object is decided at its creation and

depends on the first reference it is bound to. If the refer-
ence is read-only, then the object is immutable and shall
remain so until its deallocation. If it is read-write, then the
object is mutable, but may be demoted to immutable later
on. SafeScript always enforces deep immutability (Section
2.2). The rationale behind this design choice is that shallow
immutability implicitly creates additional aliases, which in
turn may lead to incorrect assumptions on the absence of
relationships between two objects. An example is given in
Listing 4. Although it is not the case in our current imple-
mentation, performance issues can usually be addressed with
copy-on-write semantics[41].
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1 const productA = {

2 manufacturer: {

3 name: "Thunder LTD",

4 address: "1452 Company blvd",

5 },

6 category: "appliance",

7 }

8 const productB = { ... productA }

9 productB.manufacturer.name = "Spark SA"

10 productB.category = "food"

Listing 4. Example of implicit aliasing due to a shallow copy
(JavaScript). The expression { ...productA } at line 8 is
called object spreading [38], and is the idiomatic way to clone
an object in JavaScript. However, as it performs a shallow
copy, the manufacturer of productB is mutated at line 9,
while its category is left intact at line 10.

4.3 Binding Semantics
Almost all imperative languages feature an assignment op-
erator, whose role is to bind values to variables, or in our
case objects to references. Before concerns for safer aliasing
management reached mainstream programming languages,
there used to be generally only one semantics associated
with that operator. Therefore, each assignment statement
would read as “bind the value on the right to the name on
the left”. Even in a language like C++ which features both
value and pointer types, this semantics remains mostly valid
because the language requires explicit referencing and deref-
erencing. Hence, the C++ statement “a = *b” can be read
as “bind the value pointed by the name b to the name a”. Fea-
turing a single assignment operator seems to have become
the norm, yet modern programming languages no longer
have a single assignment semantics. Take Listing 5, written
in Swift. In this example, while used in seemingly identical
contexts, the binding operator (i.e. “=”) has two different
semantics. Similar issues can be observed in languages that
treat primitive types differently, such as Python or Java.
We assert that overloading the semantics of a single as-

signment operator is harmful to software development, es-
pecially when determining which semantics will be applied
for a particular statement requires an extensive knowledge
of the language. Instead, we advocate for different operators,
with a clear and unambiguous semantics. Following this idea,
SafeScript features two assignment operators: a copy oper-
ator “=” and a borrow operator “&-”. The former copies the
object on referred by the reference on its right, while the
latter copies the reference itself. The term borrow captures
the idea that a reference uses the same access as another one
on a particular object. Therefore, the example of Listing 5
can be rewritten with a completely unambiguous syntax in
SafeScript, as shown in Listing 6.

1 struct Student { var name: String }

2 var x1 = Student(name: "Jane")

3 var x2 = x1

4 x2.name = "Ann"

5 print(x1.name) // Prints "Jane"

6

7 class Teacher { var name: String }

8 var y1 = Teacher(name: "Jane")

9 var y2 = y1

10 y2.name = "Ann"

11 print(y1.name) // Prints "Ann"

Listing 5. Example of overloaded assignment semantics
(Swift). The assignment of line 2 is a copy, while that of
line 9 is a reference copy, the reason being that Swift treats
value (struct) and reference (class) types differently.

1 class Student { let name: mut }

2 let x1: mut = new Student(name = "Jane")

3 let x2: mut = x1

4 x2.name = "Ann"

5 console.log(x1.name) // Prints "Jane"

6

7 let x3: mut &- x1

8 x3.name = "Ann"

9 console.log(x1.name) // Prints "Ann"

Listing 6. Unambiguous assignment semantics (SafeScript).

4.4 Permission Borrowing
So far we have carefully avoided the subject of temporality
and discussed immutability as a permanent state. Of course,
this is unrealistic, since objects should at least be mutable
during their initialization. The classic solution is to consider
an object immutable (deeply or shallowly) only once said
initialization is complete, hence leaving the constructor free
to mutate the object’s fields [17]. The problem with this
approach is that it does not allow for an object to become
immutable at any other point of its lifecycle. Other initializa-
tion schemes, such as multi-phase initialization [12], become
therefore impossible. Another more pernicious problem can
arise when a read-only reference incorrectly assumes im-
mutability of the object it refers to, as it can lead to unde-
tected invariant violations, as outlined in Section 2.2. In a
language such as JavaScript where most errors are silent,
these kinds of problems often prove very difficult to debug,
and can have far reaching consequences. An example is given
in Listing 7.
Type permissions offer one solution to tackle this issue.

A particular reference enjoys privileged permissions to the
object it refers to, such as exclusive read and/or write access,
while other references to the same object do not. The latter
however may borrow privileges [30] for a limited time. Per-
mission borrowing allows us to safely express more complex
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1 const v = [ 3, 7, 2 ]

2 doSomething(v)

3 console.log(v.reduce(add , 0) / v.length)

Listing 7. Example of invariant violation (JavaScript). Since
there is no immutability constraint on the object bound to
v, the function doSomething is free to mutate the array, and
hence could potentially empty it. That would result in an
unexpected result (in this case NaN for Not a Number) at line
3, which in could easily go undetected and cause problems
further in the program.

patterns, such as multi-phase initialization [26] and unicity
of mutable references [18].
A particularity of SafeScript is that permissions are asso-

ciated with objects and references. The intersection of both
provides the actual permissions a reference enjoys on a par-
ticular object. The language features only two permissions:
read-only and read-write. By default, references receive the
read-only permission when they are declared. They obtain
the read-write permission if and only if they are declared
with the mut type qualifier. At their creation, objects inherit
the permission of the reference they are bound to. Read-only
and read-write permissions are borrowed by the means of
the borrow operator “&-”. So as to avoid any additional an-
notation, we use the type on the left side of the operator to
determine which permission is requested. In other words,
if a mutable reference is placed on the left side of a borrow
operator, the statement reads as “borrow a read-write permis-
sion”. Conversely, if an immutable reference is placed on the
left, the statement reads as “borrow a read-only permission”.
We call a reference borrowing a read-only permission an
immutable borrowed reference, and a reference borrowing a
read-write permission a mutable borrowed reference. We use
the phrase borrowed references to designate immutable and
mutable borrowed reference collectively.

SafeScript guarantees the absence of data races by enforc-
ing the following invariant: A reference has eithern read-only
borrows and 0 read-write borrows, or 0 read-only borrows and
m read-write borrows at any given time. It ensures that an
object cannot be referred to by both mutable and immutable
references at the same time, which may be seen as a sort of
contract between an immutable borrow and the reference
they borrow from. Namely, it states that the object pointed by
an immutable reference is guaranteed to remain immutable
(or frozen) during the entire lifetime of the said reference,
even if it borrowed from a mutable one. Incidentally, the
implementation of the sieve of Eratosthenes we presented in
the introduction (in Figure 1) cannot fail under this invariant.
Either the iterator created at line 2 is implemented holding
an immutable borrowed reference on array, in which case
line 5 becomes illegal, or it is implemented creating a copy
of the array, the same way Swift does.

1 var a: mut = 1

2 var b: cst = 2

3 {

4 var c: cst &- a

5 }

6 var d: mut &- a

7 var e: cst &- d // Illegal

Listing 8. Example of (re)borrowed reference (SafeScript).

line a b c d e *a *b
1 r/w, r/o · · · · r/w, r/o ·

2 r/w, r/o r/o · · · r/w, r/o r/o
4 r/o r/o r/o · · r/o r/o
5 r/w, r/o r/o · · · r/w, r/o r/o
6 r/w r/o · r/w · r/w r/o

Table 1. Permissions from Listing 8.
It is easy to see how multiple immutable references are

harmless. But notice that it does not restrict multiple mu-
table references either. This makes sense in the context of
cooperation over a single thread, where write accesses can-
not happen “concurrently”, as long as the reference remains
local to the function (or coroutine) that uses it. We describe
the mechanism to preserve this guarantee below.

Example 4.1 (Borrowing). Listing 8 presents an example
of reference borrowing, and Table 1 shows how the effective
permissions associated with the references and objects are
updated at each line. We abbreviate read-write (resp. read-
only) with r/w (resp. r/o), and we use the notation *a to
designate “the object bound to a”. Since a is declared muta-
ble at line 1, the reference and its bound value receive both
read-write and read-only permissions. Conversely, because
b is declared immutable, it only receives the read-only per-
mission, and so does the object it is bound to. c borrows
an immutable permission on *a at line 4, which strips the
object from its read-write permission, effectively turning a
into an immutable reference. When c goes out of scope at
line 5, the read-write permission of *a is restored, turning a
back to a mutable reference. d borrows a mutable permission
on *a at line 6, which strips the object from its read-only
permission. Line 7 is illegal, since d is a mutable borrow and
hence does not hold a read-only permission. Note that, due
to this borrow, attempting to borrow a immutable at line 7
would also have been illegal.

Notice that SafeScript allows borrows to be performed on
borrowed references, also known as reborrowing. Because
borrowing does not change the permissions of the reference
we borrow from, reborrowing does in fact work the exact
same way as borrowing.

5 Operational Semantics
In this section, we formalize the operational semantics of
SafeScript. For the sake of conciseness, we use only aminimal
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subset of SafeScript, and focus on the permission borrowing
mechanisms. These are sufficient to prescribe safety guaran-
tees with respect to aliasing.

5.1 Notation
We write dom(f ) the subset A′ ⊆ A for which f is defined.
We write f [a 7→ a′] the function that returns a′ for a and
f (x) for any other argument. More formally, ∀x ∈ A,x =
a =⇒ f [a 7→ a′](x) = a′ and ∀x ∈ A,x , a =⇒ f [a 7→

a′](x) = f (x). For instance, if f (0) = 1 and f (1) = 2, then
f [0 7→ 3](0) = 3 and f [0 7→ 3](1) = 2. We abbreviate
f [a 7→ c][b 7→ c] with f [a,b 7→ c].
We use the usual the horizontal bar notation from [21] to

denote sequences. We write |x | to denote the length of the
sequence x , such that |x | = n ⇔ x = x1, . . . ,xn . We write
x i the i-th element of x . Let x be an non-empty sequence,
we write xh |xt the split of x into a head xh = x1 and a
possibly empty tail xt = x2, . . . ,xn , while x + y denotes the
concatenation of x and y, i.e. x1, . . . x |x |,y1, . . . ,y |y | . Finally,
when the context allows it, we overload ∅ to represent the
empty sequence.

5.2 Syntax
Definition 5.1 describes the abstract syntax of the minimal
subset of SafeScript we will use. We call this subset Safe-
Script’s core language.

Definition 5.1 (Core language abstract syntax). Let x de-
note an identifier, the abstract syntax of SafeScript’s core
language is described as:

program p F c + f + s

class. decl. c F class x(x : q)
func. decl. f F func x(x : q) : q {s}

type qualifier q F mut | cst
statement s F var x : q | e ◁ e | return e
expression e F x | e .x | e(x ◁ e) | new e
assign. op. ◁ F = | &-

Our syntax features the common constructs of structured
imperative programming languages. Nevertheless, we draw
the reader’s attention to a few points:

• We do not formalize SafeScript’s support for non re-
assignable (i.e. let) references. This does not other-
wise affect its semantics, since reassignability does not
contribute to aliasing safety.

• Function calls require the passing policy [11] of their
arguments to be explicitly specified. We re-use our
assignment operators (syntactic category ◁) for this
task. Namely, our copy assignment has a pass-by-value
semantics, while our borrow and move operators have
a pass-by-reference semantics.

• We do not formalize coroutines, as they can be emu-
lated on top of our core language [35].

In the remainder of this section, we use P to denote the
set of programs produced by the syntactic category p (from
Definition 5.1). Similarly, we use E to denote the set of ex-
pressions produced by category e , and X to denote the set
of identifiers.

5.3 Semantics
We must be able to explicitly differentiate between objects
and references (i.e. values and locations), so that we may
accurately describe the two assignment semantics we in-
troduced above. To that end, we use L to denote the set of
memory locations, and V the set of values a program may
manipulate. The latter can be described as follows:

• unit ∈ V is a built-in value (e.g. a number).
• Letx1, . . . ,xn ∈ X be variable names and s be sequence
of statements, λx1, . . . ,xn · s ∈ V is a function.

• Let x1, . . . ,xn ∈ X be variable names and l1, . . . , ln ∈

V be memory locations, [x1 → l1, . . . ,xn → ln] ∈ V
is a class instance.

We encode class constructors as functions with an empty
body. For instance, the constructor of the Student class de-
fined in Listing 6 would be a value λname ·∅.

Definition 5.2 (Evaluation Context). An evaluation context
is a pair E = ⟨L,V⟩ where:

• L : X → L is a partial function that map variable
names to memory locations, and

• V : L → V is a partial function that maps memory
locations to values.

SafeScript’s big step operational semantics is presented
in Figure 2. We write [[e, E]] the evaluation of an expression
e in an evaluation context E, which produces a memory
location l and an updated context E ′. We use the symbol
⊥ ∈ L to denote the uninitialized memory location (i.e. the
“null pointer”).

Most rules are quite straightforward, so we will only focus
on the complex ones. Notice that SafeScript’s operational
semantics does not take type permissions into account. Aswe
mentioned earlier, the type correctness (w.r.t. aliasing safety)
is checked statically before the program is executed. We do
not define the rules for functions and classes declarations.
Instead, we assume class and functions to be already defined
in the initial evaluation context. An example is provided
below.

Example 5.3. Consider the following program

1 func id(a: cst): cst {

2 return a

3 }

4 class Student {

5 let name: mut

6 }
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The initial evaluation context E = ⟨L,V⟩ of this program
is defined such that:

V(L(id)) = λa · return a

V(L(Student)) = λname ·∅

Assignments (Copy) gives the semantics of SafeScript’s
copy assignment. The left operand must represent a memory
location ([[el , E]] = ll , E ′), in which the value at the memory
location represented by the right operand will be copied.
Notice that the right operand is evaluated first, which is
necessary in case it uses the value currently bound to the left
operand (e.g. in a function call). We use a function copyL :
V → V to denote the transitive (a.k.a. deep) copy of a value. It
is equivalent to the identity for built-in values and functions,
but applied recursively on class instances. More formally:

x = [x1 → l1, . . . ,xn → ln] vi = L(li )

copyL(x) = [x1 → copyL(v1), . . . ,xn → copyL(vn)]

(Bind) and (Bind-m) give the semantics of the borrow opera-
tor, for when the left operand is a reference, or the member
of a class instance, respectively. In the former case, it suffices
to (re-)assign the memory location to which the reference is
bound in the context. The approach is ultimately the same
in the latter case, except that the reference to be assigned
is actually the class instance’s member. Note that the up-
date of the class instance in the conclusion of the rule (i.e.
[x → l1, . . . ]) only updates the value of x and leaves other
members unchanged.

Variable Declarations (Var) describes the semantics of
variable declarations. The premise l < dom(V) identifies a
fresh memory location to which x should be bound. Notice
that V is updated so that l is mapped to a built-in value,
namely unit. This actually represents null, that is the ab-
sence of any value.

Function Calls As mentioned before, we reuse the assign-
ment operators to specify the parameter passing policy on
function calls. Similarly, we reuse the semantics of those
operators to bind the value of function arguments, as de-
scribed by the premise [[yi ◁ ei , Ei−1]] = ⊥, Ei in (Call). We
write s[x1 := y1, . . . ,xn := yn] to denote the substitution of
the occurrences of xi for yi in s . This renaming makes sure
arguments do not clash with other variable names already in
the context, since all yi are assumed to be fresh. Incidentally,
this also supports recursive calls. The order in which the
arguments are assigned also matters, so as to handle possible
side effects. Once the arguments are bound, the body of the
function is evaluated with (Seq), until a return statement
is reached and the memory location of the function return
value is produced, as described in (Return).

5.4 Illustrating Concurrent Mutation
We now present an example of concurrent mutation through
the lens of the semantics we have just presented. Consider

x ∈ X l = L(x)

[[x , ⟨L,V⟩]] = l , ⟨L,V⟩
(Name)

[[e, E]] = le , ⟨L,V⟩ V(le ) = [x → lx , . . . ]

[[e .x , E]] = lx , ⟨L,V⟩
(Select)

[[e, E]] = le , ⟨L0,V0⟩ V0(le ) = λx1, . . . ,xn · s
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, [[yi ◁ ei , ⟨Li−1,Vi−1⟩]] = ⊥, ⟨Li ,Vi ⟩

[[s[x1 := y1, . . . ,xn := yn], ⟨Ln ,Vn⟩]] = lr , E
′

[[e(x1 ◁ e1, . . . xn ◁ en), E]] = lr , E
′

(Call)

x ∈ X V(L(x)) = λx1, . . . ,xn ·∅
l , l1, . . . ln < dom(V)

v = [x1 → l1, . . . ,xn → ln]

[[new x , ⟨L,V⟩]] = l , ⟨L[x 7→ l],V[l 7→ v]⟩
(New)

x ∈ X l < dom(V)

[[var x : q, ⟨L,V⟩]] = ⊥, ⟨L[x 7→ l],V[l 7→ unit]⟩
(Var)

[[e1, E]] = l1, E
′ [[e0, E

′]] = l0, ⟨L,V⟩

[[e0 = e1, E]] = ⊥,
〈
L,V[l0 7→ copyL(V(l1))]

〉
(Copy)

x ∈ X [[e, E]] = l , ⟨L,V⟩

[[x &- e, E]] = ⊥, ⟨L[x 7→ l],V⟩
(Bind)

[[e1, E]] = l1, E
′ [[e0, E

′]] = l0, ⟨L,V⟩

V(l0) = [x → lx , . . . ]

[[e0.x &- e1, E]] = ⊥, ⟨L,V[l0 7→ [x → l1, . . . ]]⟩
(Bind-m)

[[e, E]] = l , E ′

[[return e, E]] = l , E ′
(Return)

s = sh |st [[sh , E]] = lh , E
′ [[st , E

′]] = lt , E
′′

[[s, E]] = lt , E
′′

(Seq)

Figure 2. Operational semantics

the program in Listing 9 which, if executed, will fail at line 9,
while attempting to divide a number by zero. The problem
is that value p.x is mutated one line before, since x is bound
to the same object. This can be observed under SafeScript’s
semantics if we pay attention on the way arguments were
passed to the function f, as well as the constructor of Point.
In both instances, we used a borrow assignment (i.e. “&-”)
rather than a copy, so rules (Bind) and (Bind-m) applied. The
first bound a to L(x) and the second bound p.x to the same
location.

The goal of our type system, which we formalize in the fol-
lowing section, is to statically detect and ultimately prevent
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1 class Point { var x; var y }

2 func f(a, b) {

3 return new Point(x &- a, y &- b)

4 }

5

6 var x = 2

7 var p = f(a &- x, b &- x)

8 x = 0

9 print(2 / p.x)

Listing 9. Example of concurrent mutation (SafeScript). The
program fails because the value to which p.x is bound was
mutated.

such situations. In fact, it should not be possible to capture
immutable borrows to a, because the function f cannot guar-
antee the immutability of the object it is associated with
beyond its own scope.

6 Type System
In this section, we formalize the typing semantics of Safe-
Script. It is flow sensitive, meaning that it does not only
depend on the statements but also on their ordering. Each
statement modifies a typing context, which maps references
and objects to permissions.

Definition 6.1 (Type Permission). The set of type permis-
sions is given by P = {ro, rw}, where ro is the read-only
permission, and rw is the read-write permission.

Apart from the built-in types, which are referred to with
Unit, we write f (x0 : q0, . . . ,xn : qn) : qr a particular
function type and C(x0 : q0, . . . ,xn : qn) a particular class
type. We use the term semantic type to refer to these types,
as they describe the intended use of an object’s value, as well
as the operations it may support, and write T for the set of
all semantic types.

Definition 6.2 (Typing Context). Let L denote the set of
memory locations. A typing context is a triple C = ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
where:

• Γ is a partial function X → T that maps variables to
types,

• Ψ is a partial function E → L that maps expressions
to memory locations,

• Π is a partial function E ∪L → P(P) that maps expres-
sions and memory locations to a set of permissions.

Note that the domain of the function Ψ includes all ex-
pressions (and sub-expressions), not only variable names.
The rationale is that all expressions actually represent some
value, which itself must live at somememory location. Hence,
we refer to both variable names and other expressions as
reference expressions.

Given a typing context C, we say say that the context type
type of the expression is the combination of its semantic
type with its associated permissions.

Let C = ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩ be a typing context. The function R0
C
(l)

returns the set of reference expressions e ∈ E that refer
to the memory location l ∈ L. More formally, R0

C
(l) =

{e ∈ E | Ψ(e) = l}. When l holds a class instance (i.e.
e ∈ R0

C
(l) =⇒ Γ(e) = C(e1 : q1. . . . , en : qn)), we write

RC(l) the function that returns the set of reference expres-
sions that not only refer to the memory location l ∈ L, but
also to any location li ∈ L that is part of the representation of
the object at l . More formally, RC(l) = R0

C
(l)

⋃
ei RC(Ψ(e .ei )).

If l does not hold a class instance, then RC(l) = R0
C
(l). We

write Rro
C
(l) = {e | e ∈ RC(l) ∧ ro ∈ Π(e)} for the set of

immutable references on the object at l , and define the set of
mutable references Rrw

C
(l) similarly. Note that this definition

does distinguish between references and borrowed references
(i.e. additional aliases created with the &- operator). But we
can determine whether a reference is borrowed by checking
whether |RC(l)| > 1.

Example 6.3 (Reference expressions). Consider the follow-
ing program:

1 var pt: mut = new Point(x = 0, y = 1)

2 var r &- pt

3 var x &- pt.x

Let the typing context C represents the type state of this
program after its last statement. R0

C
(Ψ(pt)) contains the ref-

erences that directly refer to the object represented by pt,
that is the set {pt, r}. RC(Ψ(pt)) also contains x, because it
refers to some part of the object representation of the ob-
ject represented by pt. Therefore, RC(Ψ(pt)) = {pt, r, x}.
Rro
C
(Ψ(pt.x)) = {x} as it is the only immutable reference on

pt.x, but Rrw
C
(Ψ(pt.x)) = ∅ because there are no read-write

reference on pt.x.

As introduced in Section 4.4, SafeScript enforces data race
safety by disallowing concurrent read-only and read-write
borrows. The difficulty of satisfying such an invariant stems
from the fact that not only should mutable references lose
their writing privileges when borrowed immutably, but also
that such privileges should be restored once said immutable
borrows are dead [3]. One way to implement this mechanism
is by associating objects with permissions as well. Then, the
actual permissions of a reference are computed as the inter-
section of its own permissions with that of the object it is
bound to. As a result, if an object is stripped from its read-
write permission, the effective permissions of its references
will be updated accordingly. Conversely, if the read-write
permission is given back to an object, the effective permis-
sions of its references will be restored. Therefore, it suffices
to guarantee that as long as there exists at least one read-only
(resp. read-write) borrow on a reference, the object it refers
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to shall be stripped from its read-write (resp. read-only) per-
mission. More formally, we can define the aliasing safety
invariant as follows:

Definition 6.4 (Aliasing Safety Invariant). SafeScript en-
forces data race safety by guaranteeing that, for any typ-
ing context C = ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩, a reference shall have either n
read-only borrows and 0 read-write borrows, or 0 read-only
borrows andm read-write borrows at any given time.

∀l ∈ L, |Rro
C
(l)| > 1 =⇒ rw < Π(l) (1)

∀l ∈ L, |Rrw
C
(l)| > 1 =⇒ ro < Π(l) (2)

Notice that the restriction on the permissions of l only
applies when there is more than a single read-only reference.
That is because we give the read-only and the read-write
permission to references that refer to a newly allocated mu-
table object (see Example 4.1). In fact, this underlines the
difference between a reference and a borrowed reference. Our
flow-sensitive judgment is of the form C ⊢ s ⇒ C′, where s
is a statement, C the typing context in which the statement
is consumed and C′ the typing context obtained after con-
suming the statement. A typing context is well-formed if it
satisfies the aliasing safety invariant.

Programs Programs are defined as a sequence of function
and class declarations, followed by a sequence of statements.
Hence, all we have to do is apply our flow-sensitive judgment
on each component of a program, sequentially:

x̄ = xh |xt C ⊢ xh ⇒ C′ C′ ⊢ xt ⇒ C′′

C ⊢ x̄ ⇒ C′′

(Statement-List)

Variable Declarations The following equations describe
the typing rules for variable declarations. Both feature the
premise x < dom(Π) to prevent duplicate declarations, and
both update the typing context with the contextual type of
the new variable. Note that no new memory allocation is
being performed, as this will be carried out by the assignment
rules.

x < dom(Π)

Γ,Ψ,Π ⊢ var x : cst ⇒ Γ,Ψ,Π[x 7→ {ro}]
(Immut-Decl)

x < dom(Π)

Γ,Ψ,Π ⊢ var x : mut ⇒ Γ,Ψ,Π[x 7→ {ro, rw}]
(Mut-Decl)

ParameterDeclarations Parameter declarationswork just
as variable declarations, except that mutable references do
not get a read-only permission. This makes sure an argu-
ment passed as a borrowed mutable reference may not be
borrowed immutable in the body of the function.

x < dom(Π)

Γ,Ψ,Π ⊢ x : cst ⇒ Γ,Ψ,Π[x 7→ {ro}]
(Immut-Par)

x < dom(Π)

Γ,Ψ,Π ⊢ x : mut ⇒ Γ,Ψ,Π[x 7→ {rw}]
(Mut-Par)

Expression Permissions The next set of rules presents the
permission typing judgement ⊢τ , which infers the effective
permissions of an expression. We write e ⊏ τ , ρ,C to denote
that e has the contextual type τ , ρ in the context C. We use a
total alternative Π+ to our partial permission mapping func-
tion Π, that returns the set of all permissions {ro, rw} when
Π is not defined. (Ref-Type) types references intersecting
their permissions with that of their associated memory loca-
tion to determine their effective permissions. (Select-Type)
types instance member selection similarly, except that it also
uses the effective permissions of references preceding the
dot operator to compute that of the reference. Incidentally,
this is how we freeze paths to immutable values.

x ∈ X Γ(x) = τ ρ = Π(x) ρ ′ = Π+(Ψ(x))

Γ,Ψ,Π ⊢τ x ⊏ τ , ρ ∩ ρ ′, ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
(Ref-Type)

C ⊢τ e ⊏ C(x1 : τ1, . . . ,xn : τn), ρe , ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
xi ∈ X ρ = Π(xi ) ρ ′ = Π+(Ψ(xi ))

C ⊢τ e .xi ⊏ τi , ρ ∩ ρ ′ ∩ ρe , ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
(Select-Type)

Function calls require a little more attention, as we should
pay a particular care as to how arguments and return types
interact with the typing context. From the point of view
of the call site, calling a function amounts to performing a
sequence of assignments to set the function arguments. In
more concrete terms, from the perspective of the call site,
the statement var r = f(arg1 = val1, arg2 &- val2)
can be reduced to the following program:

1 var arg1 = val1

2 var arg2 &- val2

3 var r = return_value_of_f

(Call-Type) captures this intuition. Assuming f refers to
a function f (x1 : q1, . . . ,xn : qn) : qr , we successively apply
our flow-sensitive judgement ⊢ on each argument assign-
ment. We then apply each argument assignment, eventually
producing Cn . Note that we are not interested about the
permissions ρ associated with the function itself to call it.
Instead, we use the qualifier of the return type to deter-
mine the permissions of the return value. Finally, we need
to express the restoration of the permissions removed by
borrowed arguments. To that end, we define a special ex-
pression null, which correspond to the absence of any ac-
tual value. Its contextual type is defined such that null ⊏
unit, {ro, rw},C for any typing contextC . We then reassign
all arguments to null, so as to compute the final context
produced by the function call. The semantics of those reas-
signment is given by the rules (Immut-Update-Borrow) and
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(Mut-Update-Borrow), which we will detail later.
C ⊢τ f ⊏ f (x1 : q1, . . . ,xn : qn) : qr , ρ,C0

∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n},Ci−1 ⊢ xi ◁ ei ⇒ Ci
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n},Cn+i−1 ⊢ x = null ⇒ Cn+i

C ⊢τ f (x1 ◁ e1, . . . ,xn ◁ en) ⊏ τr , ρr ,Cn+n
(Call-Type)

Remember that we treat class constructors just as regular
functions (see Section 5). Therefore, class instantiations are
treated very similarly to function calls. However, since the
class instance persists after the call to the constructor, so
should the update on the permissions of the reference it bor-
rows. Hence, we do not keep the last premise of (Call-Type).

C ⊢τ f ⊏ f (x1 : q1, . . . ,xn : qn) : qr , ρ,C0
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n},Ci−1 ⊢ xi ◁ ei ⇒ Ci

C ⊢τ new f (x1 ◁ e1, . . . ,xn ◁ en) ⊏ τr , ρr ,Cn+n
(Class-Inst)

Return Statements Return statements simply compute
the final typing context of a function. As a result, typing
them boils down to computing the contextual type of the
return expression

C ⊢τ e ⊏ C ′

C ⊢ return e ⇒ C ′
(Return)

Copy Assignments We start by defining a function alloc :
(E → L) → L that, given an memory location mapping
function Ψ : E → L, returns a new location l such that
{e ∈ E | Ψ(e) = l} = ∅. Simply put, alloc allocates new
memory locations. We then formalize the semantics of copy
assignments. (Assign) applies when the left-hand side of the
operator has been declared, but has yet to be bound to an
memory location (x < dom(Ψ)). We use a total alternative
Ψ+ to our memory mapping function Ψ, that returns the
special location⊥ ∈ L when Ψ is not defined. We use alloc to
allocate a new memory location lx and bind it to x . Note that
the lx receives the same permissions as that of x . (Update)
applies when the left-hand side of the operator is already
bound (lx = Ψ(x)), and mutable (rw ∈ ρx ).

C ⊢τ e ⊏ τe , ρe ,Ce Ce ⊢τ x ⊏ τx , ρx , ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
x < dom(Ψ) le = Ψ+(e) lx = alloc(Ψ)

C ⊢ x = e ⇒ Γ[x 7→ τe ],Ψ[x 7→ lx ],Π[lx 7→ ρx ]
(Assign)

C ⊢τ e ⊏ τe , ρe ,Ce Ce ⊢τ x ⊏ τx , ρx , ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
lx = Ψ(x) le = Ψ+(e) rw ∈ ρx

C ⊢ x = e ⇒ Γ[x 7→ τe ],Ψ,Π
(Update)

Borrow Assignments Immutable borrows to unbounded
references are described by (Immut-Borrow). Remember that
we use the type of the left operand to determine whether a
borrow is mutable or immutable (see Section 4.4). Therefore,
we use the premise rw < ρx to assert the left-hand expres-
sion is immutable. We also check that x is currently unbound
with x < dom(Ψ). ro ∈ ρe and |Rrw

⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
(le )| ≤ 1 maintains

the aliasing safety invariant (Definition 6.4) by prohibiting
immutable reborrows on mutable borrows. Finally, notice
how we make sure memory locations are stripped from their
read-write permission in the conclusion of the rule, which
is the mechanism that prevents further incompatible rebor-
rows.

C ⊢τ e ⊏ τe , ρe ,Ce Ce ⊢τ x ⊏ τx , ρx , ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
rw < ρx ro ∈ ρe x < dom(Ψ)
le = Ψ+(e) |Rrw

⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
(le )| ≤ 1

C ⊢ x &- e ⇒ Γ[x 7→ τe ],Ψ[x 7→ le ],Π[x , le 7→ {ro}]
(Immut-Borrow)

(Mut-Borrow) is almost completely dual, with respect to per-
missions. A subtle difference is that we check for rw in the
permissions of x , rather than checking for the absence of ro.
The reason is that mutable references are declared with both,
as described in (Mut-Par).

C ⊢τ e ⊏ τ , ρe ,Ce Ce ⊢τ x ⊏ τ , ρx , ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
rw ∈ ρx rw ∈ ρe

le = Ψ+(e) |Rro
⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩

(le )| ≤ 1

C ⊢ x &- e ⇒ Γ[x 7→ τe ],Ψ[x 7→ le ],Π[x , le 7→ {rw}]
(Mut-Borrow)

Borrows to bound references are slightlymore complex. In-
deed, in an effort to maintain the aliasing safety invariant, we
updated the permissions on thememory location represented
by the right-hand expressions in both (Immut-Borrow) and
(Mut-Borrow). Therefore, we need to express the restoration
of the permissions removed by borrowed references, once
the latter are reassigned. To that end, we define a function
resC(l , e) that returns the permissions ρ ∈ P(P) of a loca-
tion l ∈ L, without the restriction imposed by a borrowed
reference expression e ∈ E. We obtain such permissions
by forming the intersection between that of all borrowed
references on l , except e:

res⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩(l , e) =
⋂

x ∈RC (l )−e

Π(x)

We then present the inference rules for borrows to bounded
references:

C ⊢τ e ⊏ τe , ρe ,Ce Ce ⊢τ x ⊏ τx , ρx , ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
rw < ρx ro ∈ ρe

lx = Ψ(x) le = Ψ+(e) |Rrw
⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩

(le )| ≤ 1
Π′ = Π[x , le 7→ {ro}][lx 7→ res⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩(lx ,x)]

C ⊢ x &- e ⇒ Γ[x 7→ τe ],Ψ[x 7→ le ],Π
′

(Immut-Update-Borrow)
C ⊢τ e ⊏ τe , ρe ,Ce Ce ⊢τ x ⊏ τx , ρx , ⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩

rw ∈ ρx rw ∈ ρe
lx = Ψ(x) le = Ψ+(e) |Rro

⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩
(le )| ≤ 1

Π′ = Π[x , le 7→ {rw}][lx 7→ res⟨Γ,Ψ,Π⟩(lx ,x)]

C ⊢ x &- e ⇒ Γ[x 7→ τe ],Ψ[x 7→ le ],Π
′

(Mut-Update-Borrow)
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1 var a: mut Π(a) = {ro, rw}

2 var b: cst Π(b) = {ro}

3 var r: cst Π(r ) = {ro}

4

5 a = 0 Ψ(a) = l1,Π(l1) = {ro, rw}

6 b = 0 Ψ(b) = l2,Π(l2) = {ro}

7

8 r &- a Ψ(r ) = l1,Π(l1) = {ro}

9 r &- b Ψ(r ) = l2,Π(l1) = {ro, rw}

10 a &- b Illegal

Listing 10. Example of assignment semantics (SafeScript).

Example 6.5 (Borrow Assignment Semantics). Consider
the program in Listing 10. Each line is annotated with the
changes in the contextual type. The assignment at line 8 cre-
ates a borrow on a. Here, (Immut-Borrow) applies, because
r is declared immutable at line 3, and is not yet bound to
a value. Furthermore, a temporary immutability constraint
is made on l1 (the memory to which a is bound). r is reas-
signed at line 9. This time (Immut-Update-Borrow) applies,
as x < dom(Ψ) does not hold, and the read-write permission
on l1 is restored. Line 10 is illegal because it attempts to
create a mutable borrow on an immutable reference. Indeed,
since a was declared mutable, (Immut-Update-Borrow) can-
not apply, and neither can (Mut-Update-Borrow), because
the premise rw ∈ ρe is not satisfied.

Note that the same principle applies when a reference
goes out of scope. In fact, the rules are nearly identical to the
above rules, with the notable exception that the reference is
not reassigned to another object.

6.1 Limitations
Our type system is unable to distinguish fresh return values
– in other terms objects created within a function – from ref-
erences a function would have got as parameter. The conse-
quence is that, from the call site, we cannot track temporary
immutability constraints placed in the body of a function.
An example is given in Listing 11.

One workaround is to consider all return values as deep
copies. This way, no immutability constraint can persist on
the arguments of the function. A more elaborate solution
would be to enrich the type of a function so that the call site
may be aware of the permission update the arguments will
undergo.

6.2 Soundness Result
Our soundness result is based the standard syntactic ap-
proach of preservation and progress [44]. In brief, our goal
is to show that our type system either is able to compute the
final typing context of a program, in which case the program
is well-typed, or the computation terminates with an invalid
state. Such invalid state is characterized by either a typing

1 func f(a: mut): cst {

2 return a

3 }

4 var x: mut = 0

5 var y: cst = f(a &- x)

6 x = 2 // Illegal if y borrows x

Listing 11.A concealed immutability constraint (SafeScript).

context that is not well-formed, or a statement list that our
type system is unable to reduce. We formulate both theorems
as follows:

Theorem 6.6 (Preservation). Let C be a well-formed typing
context, if C ⊢ s ⇒ C′, then C′ is well-formed.

Theorem 6.7 (Progress). Let P = c + f +s . For any i < |s |, if
C ⊢ si ⇒ C′ then there exists C′′ such that C′ ⊢ si+1 ⇒ C′′,
or there is no matching rule and the reduction is stuck.

Theorem 6.6 guarantees that reduction preserves well-
formedness of typing contexts, while theorem 6.7 ensures the
reduction either progresses towards a final typing context,
or is stuck and can never type check P . Soundness of the
type system follows from these two theorems. The proof
consists of ensuring that no reduction rule can jeopardize
the well-formedness of a typing contexts, which is done by
case analysis on each reduction rule. We do not include its
details for spacial reasons.
Note that this is not a strong soundness result, as one

would also involve SafeScript’s operational semantics. We
do not include the detailed proof for spacial reasons, but
sketch it as follows. Only (Copy) and (Bind-m)may introduce
concurrent mutation, as they are the only rules modifying
V for a location l that may already be bound to multiple
references. For the sake of the proof, the evaluation context E,
as well as the (Bind) rule must be modified, so that we may
distinguish between read-write and read-only references
during the evaluation of a particular expression. Finally, one
has to show that an immutable reference may never appear
on the left side of a copy assignment in awell-typed program.

7 Conclusion
We propose a type system that guarantees aliasing safety,
so as to prevent data race, based on type permissions and
borrowing. Since our work is set in the context of cooper-
ative single-threaded programs, our type system does not
restrict the number of mutable borrowed references, as it is
common in most other approaches. This allows us to support
multiple writers, an essential feature to represent mutable
self-referential data structures, without resorting to elabo-
rate workarounds or bypassing the language’s type checking
mechanisms.
We present our type system in the context of SafeScript,

a reference-based language that only requires the addition
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of minimal annotations on variable, type and function dec-
larations. An implementation of a compiler for SafeScript,
as well as various example programs showcasing our type
system, are available here https://github.com/kyouko-taiga/
SafeScript.

The methodology of our type system is agnostic to a spe-
cific programming language and can easily be extended with
additional features. It has been implemented in Anzen3, an-
other programming language that focuses on memory safety,
where it is extended by an ownership system to handle mem-
ory deallocation.
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